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SWISS DOLORCLAST® METHOD

THE SWISS 
DOLORCLAST®

METHOD } 
} THE USE OF SINGLE ACOUSTIC PRESSURE WAVES TO TREAT
MUSCULOSKELETAL AND DERMATOLOGICAL PATHOLOGIES

} A NONINVASIVE ALTERNATIVE TO SURGERY, 
STEROIDAL INJECTIONS AND ORAL MEDICATION 

} A COMBINATION OF UNIQUE TECHNOLOGIES, CLINICALLY 
PROVEN PROTOCOLS AND TOP-NOTCH EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION



SWISS DOLORCLAST® METHOD
INDICATIONS

ONE METHOD }
MANY INDICATIONS
MUSCULOSKELETAL INDICATIONS
  TENDINOPATHIES
  >  Heel pain, tennis elbow, shoulder pain, etc.

  MUSCLE ACHES AND PAINS 
  > Trigger points, myofascial pain syndrome, etc.

  OSTEOARTHRITIS

  DELAYED UNIONS AND NONUNION FRACTURES

  SPASTICITY

DERMATOLOGICAL INDICATIONS
  CELLULITE

  SOFT-TISSUE WOUNDS

  LYMPHEDEMA

TWO TECHNOLOGIES 
FOR SUCCESS }

POINT-BY-POINT EVIDENCE
 > Clinical studies conducted 
 in accordance with the principles 
 of evidence-based medicine have
  demonstrated the efficacy of the   
  Original Swiss DolorClast® Method
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causes cavitation bubbles

Compression phase >
causes shear stress in the tissue

PRESSURE CHARACTERISTICS }
> “A significant tissue effect is cavitation 
consequent to the negative phase of the wave 
propagation ” (Ogden et al., 2001)

>  “Both parameters may have important 
consequences for therapeutic bioeffect ”
(Perez et al., 2014)

> “The contribution of cavitation to 
the therapeutic effect of radial shock waves 
was recently shown in an advanced animal
model ” (Angstman et al., 2015)

SWISS DOLORCLAST® APPLICATOR }

HYDROPHONE }

LATE PHASE
COMPRESSION PHASE P+ }

SWISS DOLORCLAST® METHOD
RADIAL TECHNOLOGY

RADIAL ESWT

SWISS DOLORCLAST® APPLICATOR }

RADIAL ESWT 
} ALL SUPERFICIAL INDICATIONS HYDROPHONE }

EARLY PHASE

RADIAL ESWT

> Compressed air accelerates a projectile that strikes a fixed applicator 
at high speed (up to 90 km/h) – the kinetic energy is converted
into a shock wave delivered to the target tissue through the skin

BALLISTIC GENERATION }
COMPRESSION PHASE P+ }

VISUALIZATION }  

>    The compression phase (P
+
) penetrates 

the skin and weakens in the tissue. It is followed 
by a tensile phase (P-) generating cavitation bubbles. 
These bubbles collapse causing secondary shock waves

CAVITATION BUBBLES }

SECONDARY SHOCK WAVES
CAUSED BY THE COLLAPSE 
OF CAVITATION BUBBLES }



LATE PHASE

EARLY PHASE

SWISS DOLORCLAST® METHOD

SWISS PIEZOCLAST® 

APPLICATOR }

COMPRESSION PHASE P
+
 }

MIDPOINT SHOCK WAVE FOCUS }
FOCUSED ESWT
} ALL DEEP INDICATIONS

FOCUSED TECHNOLOGY

PENETRATION  UP TO 80 mm

GEL PAD

VOLTAGE SUPPLY

PIEZOCERAMIC CRYSTALS

COMPRESSION 
PHASE

CAVITATION 
BUBBLES
CAUSED BY 
THE TENSILE 
PHASE OF 
THE SHOCK 
WAVE

MIDPOINT FOCUS

40 mm

> The compression phase in focused
ESWT is usually shorter than in radial ESWT

> The maximum pressure P
+

 in focused 
ESWT is usually higher than in radial ESWT

> Both focused and radial ESWT can 
reach an ED

+
 of 0.4 mJ/mm2, which has been 

clinically proven to be sufficient for almost all 
ESWT indications on the musculoskeletal system 
and the skin

PRESSURE CHARACTERISTICS }

FOCUSED ESWT

FOCUSED ESWT

CAVITATION BUBBLES }

SWISS PIEZOCLAST® 

APPLICATOR }

(MPa)

Positive Energy 
Density ED+ Total Energy

Density ED 
Negative Energy 

Density ED -

P -

0

Pressure

Time

P+

Tensile phase > 
causes cavitation bubbles

Compression phase >
causes shear stress in the tissue

> High voltage is applied to 1,000 piezoceramic crystals generating 1,000 
pressure waves. These 1,000 waves converge into a shock wave at the midpoint focus 
due to the crystal’s ellipsoid alignment

PIEZOCERAMIC GENERATION }

VISUALIZATION }  

> 1,000 pressure waves (P
+
 wave front) penetrate

the skin and travel through the tissue focusing in a
cigar-shaped volume (midpoint focus). A depression 
phase (P

-
) follows, generating cavitation bubbles. 

These bubbles collapse causing secondary shock waves

SECONDARY SHOCK WAVES
CAUSED BY THE COLLAPSE 
OF CAVITATION BUBBLES }



SWISS DOLORCLAST® METHOD
TREATMENT

THE RIGHT TECHNOLOGY AT HAND  }
PATIENT SATISFACTION IN 5 TO 10 MINUTES

Locate the area of pain 
through palpation and 
biofeedback

PALPATE1 Mark the area of pain

MARK2 Apply coupling gel 
to transmit shock waves 
to the tissue

APPLY GEL3 Deliver shock waves to the area 
of pain while keeping the applicator 
firmly in place on the skin

APPLY SHOCK WAVES4 If tense, relax surrounding muscles 
by applying radial shock waves with 
the 36 mm applicator

RELAX MUSCLES5

RADIAL
ESWT

FOCUSED

ESWT



SWISS DOLORCLAST® METHOD
CLINICAL PROOF

SWISS DOLORCLAST® ADVANTAGE
} 15 OUT OF THE 20 CLINICAL RSWT STUDIES LISTED IN THE PEDro 
DATABASE WERE PERFORMED WITH THE SWISS DOLORCLAST®  
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O* DEVICES

+ Not specified (Elettronica Pagani)
+ Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)
+ Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)
+ Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)
+ Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)
+ Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)
- Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)
+ Duolith SD 1 radial part (Storz)
- Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)
- Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)
+ Not specified
+ Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)
+ Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)
+ Masterpulse MP 200 (Storz)
+ Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)
+ JEST-2000 (Joeunmedical, Korea)
+ Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)
+ Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)
+ Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)
+ Swiss DolorClast® (EMS)

STUDIES

Cacchio et al., 2006
Gerdesmeyer et al., 2008 
Ibrahim et al., 2010
Rompe et al., 2007
Rompe et al., 2008
Rompe et al., 2009a
Rompe et al., 2010
Lohrer et al., 2010
Kolk et al., 2013
Engebretsen et al., 2011
Gündüz et al., 2012
Chow and Cheing 2007
Shaheen., 2010
Damain and Zalpour., 2011
Liu et al., 2012
Cho et al., 2012
Lee et al., 2012
Rompe et al., 2009b
Mehra et al., 2003
Vidal et al., 2011

 S INDICATIONS

9/10 Calcifying tendinitis of the shoulder
 Plantar fasciopathy

8/10 Achilles tendinopathy
   
   
  Plantar fasciopathy
   
7/10 Calcifying tendinitis of the shoulder
 Subacromial pain
  Lateral epicondylitis
  Plantar fasciopathy
6/10 Plantar fasciopathy
5/10 Nonspecific shoulder pain
  Primary long bicipital tenosynovitis
  Myofascial pain syndrome
  Lateral and medial epicondylitis
  Greater trochanteric pain syndrome
4/10 Plantar fasciopathy and tennis elbow
  Spasticity

 1 Subjects randomly allocated to groups
  2 Concealed allocation
 3 Groups similar at baseline regarding the most important prognostic indicators
 4 Subjects blinded
 5 All therapists who administered the therapy were blinded
 6 All assessors who measured at least one key outcome were blinded
 7 Measures of at least one key outcome obtained from more than 85% of the subjects initially allocated to groups
 8  All subjects for whom outcome measures were available received the treatment or control condition as allocated or, where this was not the case,  

data for at least one key outcome was analyzed by “intention to treat”
 9 The results of between-group statistical comparisons reported for at least one key outcome
10 Both point measures and measures of variability for at least one key outcome provided

* OUTCOME OF THE STUDY

+ Radial shock wave therapy statistically significantly better than either placebo or alternative treatment modalities
- Radial shock wave therapy not statistically significantly better than either placebo or alternative treatment modalities

The PEDro (Physiotherapy Evidence Database) is a free database of over 28,000 Randomized Clinical Trials (RCTs), systematic reviews and clinical practice guidelines in physiotherapy (Verhagen et al., 1998; Maher et al., 2003; 
Bhogal et al., 2005; de Morton, 2009). It was developed by “The George Institute for Global Health” affiliated with the University of Sydney, Australia – www.PEDro.org.au

PEDro QUALITY CRITERIA }



SWISS DOLORCLAST® METHOD
SCIENCE

lat. Capsicum annuum

> Red chili peppers contain capsaicin. At first this substance overwhelms 
the so-called C nerve fibers responsible for transmitting pain but then disables 
them for an extended period of time. Everybody knows the feeling – 
first, the mouth is on fire, then it feels completely numb

> Research has indicated that shock wave therapy works the same way.1 
When activated, the C nerve fibers release a specific substance (substance P) 
in the tissue as well as in the spinal cord. This substance is responsible for 
causing slight discomfort during and after shock wave treatment. However, 
with prolonged activation, C nerve fibers become incapable for some time 
of releasing substance P and causing pain2

> Less substance P in the tissue leads to reduced pain, but there is more : 
less substance P also causes so-called neurogenic inf lammation to decline3 

> A decline in neurogenic inf lammation may in turn foster healing – 
together with the release of growth factors and the activation of stem cells 
in the treated tissue4

CAUSE & EFFECT 
} SWISS DOLORCLAST® METHOD

1 Maier et al., Clin Orthop Relat Res 2003; (406):237–245.

2 In addition, shock waves activate the so-called Aδ nerve f ibers (sensory afferent nerve f ibers from the periphery) via receptors in the tissue.
According to the gate control theory of Melzack and Wall (Science 1965; 150:971–979) these activated Aδ f ibers then suppress the conduction of pain
in the second-order neuron of the sensory pathway in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord.

3 The release of substance P, CGRP (calcitonin gene-related peptide) and other inf lammation mediators from afferent nerve f ibers is generally referred
to as “neurogenic inf lammation” (Richardson and Vasko, J Pharmacol Exp Ther 2002; 302:839–845). It is also linked to the pathogenesis of tendinopathies
such as tennis elbow and plantar fasciitis (Roetert et al., Clin Sports Med 1995; 14:47–57; LeMelle et al., Clin Podiatr Med Surg 1990; 7:385–389).Shock wave 
treatment causes a drop in substance P and CGRP in the tissue (Maier et al., 2003; Takahashi et al., Auton Neurosci 2003; 107:81–84).

4 Shock waves in the treated tissue lead to a stronger expression of growth factors such as BMP (bone morphogenetic protein), eNOS (endothelial nitric
oxide synthase), VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) and PCNA (proliferating cell nuclear antigen) as well as to an activation of stem cells
(Wang CJ, ISMST Newsletter 2006, Vol. 1, Issue 1; Hofmann et al., J Trauma 2008; 65:1402–1410).

SHOCK WAVES ACT ON MUSCULOSKELETAL TISSUE 
AND THE SKIN THROUGH VARIOUS MECHANISMS

These mechanisms result in both short-term and long-term effects
and bring pain relief and healing to the musculoskeletal system

PAIN RELIEF HEALING 

MAIN SHORT-TERM 
EFFECTS

Depletion of presynaptic 
substance P in C nerve fibers1 Improved blood circulation3

MAIN LONG-TERM 
EFFECTS

Blockade of 
neurogenic inflammation1 
Improved tendons gliding ability2

Activation of mesenchymal 
stem cells4

New bone formation5

1 Maier et al., 2003. 2 Zhang et al., 2011. 3 Application of shock waves usually results in reddening of the skin, which indicates increased blood supply. 
4 Hofmann et al., J Trauma 2008. 5 Radial ESWT: Gollwitzer et al., 2013; focused ESWT: Tischer et al., 2008, among many others.

>  Dr. John Ogden (Atlanta, GA, USA) and 
colleagues were, most probably, first to address this 
issue in 2001, stating that “a significant tissue effect is 
cavitation consequent to the negative phase of the wave 
propagation” (Ogden et al., 2001). However, they did 
not specify what this “significant tissue effect” actually 
is. In 2013, Dr. Camilo Perez (Seattle, WA, USA) and 
colleagues wrote that exact knowledge of the positive 
and negative pressure fields of ESWT devices “may 
have important consequences for therapy, depending 
on whether the positive (associated with stress) or 
negative (associated with cavitation) component is 
responsible for therapeutic bioeffects” (Perez et al., 
2013).

> The contribution of cavitation to the 
therapeutic effects of ESWT on the musculoskeletal 
system has been a long-standing question for more 
than a decade. First indications in this regard came 
from research conducted by Dr. Gustav Schelling 
(Munich, Germany) and colleagues, who in 1994 
exposed in vivo explanted frog sciatic nerves 
to focused ESWT, either in normal frog Ringer 
solution or in polyvinyl alcohol, a medium with low 
cavitation activity (Schelling et al., 1994). Based on 
results from electrophysiological recordings of the 

sciatic nerves the authors concluded that “bioeffects 
of shock waves on nervous tissue appear to result 
from cavitation. It is suggested that cavitation is also 
the underlying mechanism of shock wave-related 
pain during ESWL in clinical medicine” (Schelling 
et al., 1994).

>  Very recently, Dr. Christoph Schmitz (Munich, 
Germany) and colleagues demonstrated for the first 
time that cavitation actually contributes to therapeutic 
effects of ESWT on the musculoskeletal system in 
vivo. To this end the scientists exposed Caenorhabditis 
elegans worms (C. elegans) in the lab to radial shock 
waves generated with the Swiss DolorClast®. It was 
found that increased exposure to radial ESWT resulted 
in decreased mean speed of movement of the worms 
(analyzed under the microscope similarly to gait 
analysis of patients) while increasing the proportion 
of worms rendered paralyzed (Angstman et al., 
2015). Reduction of cavitation by exposing worms 
to radial ESWT in polyvinyl alcohol resulted in a 
reduced effect. Specifically, worms exposed to radial 
ESWT in polyvinyl alcohol demonstrated statistically 
significantly higher average worm speed than controls 
in S-medium immediately following application of 
radial ESWT (Angstman et al., 2015).

BOTH THE POSITIVE AND THE NEGATIVE PHASE OF A 
SHOCK WAVE MAY CONTRIBUTE TO THESE MECHANISMS



“ Our goal in pain
 management ”
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www.violachannel.tv

ACF FIORENTINA PLAYERS
from left to right >

Alessandro Diamanti
Mario Gomez 

Borja Valero 
Manuel Pasqual 



SWISS DOLORCLAST® METHOD

FOR WORLD-CLASS SOCCER CLUBS } 

ITALY
ACF Fiorentina Serie A

AC Milan Serie A

SPAIN
FC Barcelona Primera División

FC Valencia Primera División

UNITED KINGDOM
Chelsea London Premier League

Manchester City Premier League

GERMANY 1. FSV Mainz 05 Bundesliga

FRANCE
Olympique de Marseille Ligue 1

PSG Paris Saint-Germain Ligue 1

NETHERLANDS Ajax Amsterdam Eredivisie 

USA Los Angeles Galaxy MLS

BRAZIL Botafogo, Rio de Janeiro Série A

SPORTS MEDICINE 
SUPPORT }
SWISS DOLORCLAST® METHOD : 
THE TREATMENT OF CHOICE

Athens 2004
Beijing 2008 
London 2012
Sochi 2014

OLYMPICS FIFA WORLD CUP
South Korea & Japan 2002
Germany 2006
South Africa 2010
Brazil 2014

RUGBY WORLD CUP
New Zealand 2011
England 2015

TENNIS TOURNAMENTS
Roland Garros
Davis Cup

AT MAJOR SPORTS EVENTS } 

SPORTS MEDICINE

“ Thanks for the help.
It was worth its weight in gold ! ”

“ The Swiss DolorClast® Method
has become an essential tool ! ”

AKSEL LUND SVINDAL,  ALPINE SKIER
42 GOLD MEDALS WON IN WORLD CUP RACES
“My thanks to Enimed for giving me the opportunity to use 
the Swiss PiezoClast® device. 

This enabled Trond Reginiussen and the medical support team 
to effectively treat my injury. 

This treatment helped me to be able to take part in the World Cup 
races before Christmas and prepared me for the Olympics in Vancouver. 

The Norwegian alpine ski team also used the Swiss DolorClast®
and the Swiss PiezoClast® during the Olympics.”

STUART APPLEBY,  PGA GOLF PLAYER, 
EIGHT TIME WINNER OF A MAJOR

“At the end of the 2013 season I was struggling with my lower back, 
my Osteopath Dr. Tina Maio in Australia suggested we use the Swiss 
DolorClast® Method treatment.

The radial shock wave treatment was a very different type of treatment 
to what I‘ve been exposed to, but with the debilitating pain I was 
having, it made it an easy decision to try it out.

On my third and fourth treatments with the shock wave I was seeing 
some real big improvements in the way I was moving with more freedom 
and way less pain. This allowed me to make a full backswing which I 
was having a lot of trouble doing before we started the treatment.

If there’s a time in the future when I may need the Swiss DolorClast® 
Method treatment again for a particular need, then I have zero issues 
uniting with my old friend.”

STEFFEN TRÖSTER,  PHYSIOTHERAPIST AND 
OSTEOPATH BAO, 1.  FSV MAINZ 05,  GERMANY, 2015

“Due to in-depth application expertise and known treatment 
limits, modern radial and focused shock wave therapy with the 
Swiss DolorClast® Method has become an essential tool in my daily 
work with professional soccer players for the treatment of acute 
and chronic myofascial pain syndrome.”



SWISS DOLORCLAST® METHOD

SWISS DOLORCLAST®

ACADEMY
EDUCATION IS THE KEY 
TO YOUR SUCCESS THROUGH  }

EDUCATION

SDC-ACADEMY.COM

> The Swiss DolorClast® Academy is the EMS educational platform and streamlined
model training for tomorrow’s expert users of ESWT. It offers flexible shock wave 
training programs worldwide to ensure the dissemination of knowledge about ESWT 
and optimize your practice

> The Academy’s educational tools and user testimonials contribute to the clinical 
efficacy and safety of the Swiss DolorClast® Method. They deliver patient satisfaction 
and make your practice even more successful  

CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that :

EXTRACORPOREAL SHOCK WAVE THERAPY IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

Dr. John Doe

successfully completed the SDCA Train-the-Trainer course in Nyon on December 

9, 2014. The course covered extracorporeal shock wave therapy based on the Swiss  

DolorClast® Method. Pursuant to EMS guidelines and CE regulations, Dr. John Doe is 

now a certified SDCA specialist instructor.The SDCA course featured the following educational content :
}  PHYSICAL AND TECHNICAL PRINCIPLES OF EXTRACORPOREAL 

 RADIAL SHOCK WAVE THERAPY
}  APPLICATION OF SHOCK WAVES FOR THE FOLLOWING INDICATIONS : CALCIFYING  

  TENDINITIS OF THE SHOULDER, TENNIS ELBOW, PLANTAR FASCIOPATHY, ACHILLES   

  TENDINOPATHIES, OTHER TENDON AND LIGAMENT PATHOLOGIES, MYOFASCIAL PAIN   

  SYNDROME, PSEUDOARTHROSIS, ACUTE AND CHRONIC SOFT-TISSUE WOUNDS, 

  PRIMARY AND SECONDARY LYMPHEDEMA }  CONTRA INDICATIONS
}  GENERAL QUESTIONS ON THE APPLICATION, EXPERIENCE, 

 CURRENT SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE AND PUBLICATIONS}  HANDS-ON WORKSHOP

PROF. DR. MARKUS MAIERStarnberg, GermanySpecialized in Orthopaedics and Traumatology

JOIN 

 THE

CLUB

> Evidence-based medicine to drive excellence
> Customized training programs
> Fosters innovation and research 
> All health care professionals to benefit 
 from the latest advances

EXPERTISE

> International network of instructors
> School presence and partnerships
> Exchange of experience
> Future generations of health care professionals 
 to be inspired by an alternative healing method

EXCHANGE

EXCELLENCE



SWISS DOLORCLAST® METHOD QUESTIONS 
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LITERATURE }

IS THE SWISS DOLORCLAST® METHOD CLINICALLY PROVEN ?
Yes, being clinically proven is one of the pillars of the Swiss DolorClast® Method. Many RCTs1

demonstrating safety and efficacy of the Swiss DolorClast® Method on different pathologies have been 
published in the international peer-review literature. Fifteen of these RCTs have been listed in the 
PEDro database (search for “radial shock wave” at www.pedro.org.au)

CAN I TREAT ACUTE PATHOLOGIES WITH ESWT ?
In general this is possible. With regard to tendon pathology it is critical to note that there are 2

no acute tendinopathies, only newly diagnosed ones. Safety and efficacy of radial ESWT for newly 
diagnosed tendinopathies have already been demonstrated in the international peer-review literature 
for plantar fasciopathy (Rompe et al., 2010), primary long bicipital tenosynovitis (Liu et al., 2012) 
and lateral or medial epicondylitis (Lee et al., 2012)

CAN I USE LOCAL ANESTHETICS IN CONJUNCTION WITH ESWT ?
It does not harm. However, in case of chronic plantar fasciopathy it has been shown that repetitive3

low-energy ESWT without local anesthesia is more efficient than repetitive low-energy ESWT with 
local anesthesia (Rompe et al., 2005). The reason is that local anesthetics block peripheral nerve fibers 
including C nerve fibers. However, you cannot block C nerve fibers with local anesthetics and activate 
them with shock waves (Maier et al., 2003) at the same time. Furthermore, the application of local 
anesthetics limits and may even prevent biofeedback from the patient during the treatment

CAN I COMBINE ESWT WITH OTHER TREATMENTS ?
Yes, you can. In case of chronic midportion Achilles tendinopathy it has been shown4

that the combination of radial ESWT and eccentric loading resulted in statistically significantly 
better clinical outcome than eccentric loading alone (Rompe et al., 2009a), with radial ESWT 
being as effective as eccentric loading for this indication (Rompe et al., 2007)  

WHAT ARE THE CONTRA INDICATIONS OF 
THE SWISS DOLORCLAST® METHOD ?5

Treatment over air-filled tissue (lung, gut) • Treatment of preruptured tendons • Treatment of 
pregnant women • Treatment of patients under the age of 18 (except for the treatment of 
Osgood-Schlatter disease) •  Treatment of patients with blood-clotting disorders (including local 
thrombosis) • Treatment of patients treated with oral anticoagulants • Treatment of tissue with local 
tumors or local bacterial and/or viral infections • Treatment of patients treated with local cortisone 
injections (within the six-week period following the last local cortisone injection)

Q&A
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EMS–SWISSQUALITY.COM
EMS
ELECTRO MEDICAL SYSTEMS SA
Chemin de la Vuarpillière 31
CH-1260 Nyon

Tel. +41 22 99 44 700
Fax +41 22 99 44 701
welcome@ems-ch.com
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